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MILLIONS AGAINST MONSANTO
GVL / Anya Zentmeyer
Be heard: Gwen Gell (pictured), a member of the Student Environmental Coalition, organized the Millions Against Monsanto march in Grand Rapids Sunday. The march, part of 
a nationwide protest movement, advocated that companies such as Monsanto, the world's largest seed supplier, should be required to label genetically modified foods.
GMOs, pesticides, antiobiotics and hormones. Corporate food producers.
Welcome to the grocery stores of America. GVSU students join the national movement to end ambiguity 
in food production and ask the public, “Do you know where your food comes from?”
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GVL / Eric Coulter
Achievement: North C Living Center (pictured) is the site of a new Success Center, which includes tutoring, career counseling and academic advising. The center, which is currently 
being piloted, helps more than 300 students per week, most of them freshmen. The university is also considering a south campus center geared toward upperclassmen.
By Lizzy Balboa
GVL Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University 
is piloting the North C Success 
Center this fall to offer students 
tutoring, academic advising and 
career counseling services right in 
their dorm.
The success center is a success, 
said Mike Messner, director of the
Student Academic Success Center.
“We’re seeing lots of students 
and we’re helping folks,” Messner 
said. “That’s what we want to be 
doing. Tutoring is continuing to 
pick up and the potential is way 
out there. At this point. I’m happy 
with the volume we’re seeing.”
The tutoring center currently 
helps more than 300 students 
each week, while the advising and 
counseling services see four to six
students each day.
Messner said the success center 
offers the same services that stu­
dents receive at the Student Aca­
demic Services Building, but its 
location is more convenient for 
students who live on the north end 
of campus.
"We are exploring the possibil­
ity at this point of doing a south 
campus success center,” Messner 
said. “It might not be exactly the
same because we would be target­
ing more like the sophomore and 
junior population around there.”
He added that while GVSU only 
began the project this fall. Central 
Michigan and Michigan State uni­
versities have successfully offered 
similar programs for a few years.
The programs of these univer­
sities were the inspiration for the 
North C Success Center, said Em- 
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Success
continued from A1
-ily Straker, an administra­
tive professional in Housing 
and Residence Life.
“Our department looked 
at trends across the coun­
try and visited institutions 
within the state of Michigan 
to gather information about 
student success centers 
similar to what we started in 
North C,” she said.
The program offered in 
North C is a collaborative 
effort of Housing and Resi­
dence Life, Counseling and 
Career Development and the 
Student Academic Services 
Center.
The academic advising 
and careering counseling
SOUTH C
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GVL / Eric Coulter
Tools for success: The new success center in North C Living Center (pictured), located at the north end of the GVSU 
Allendale Campus, was modelled on similar centers throughout the state like the one at Michigan State University.
Our department looked at 
trends across the country and 
visited institutions within the state 
of Michigan to gather information 
about student success centers...**
Emily Straker
AP in Housing and Residence Life
is provided by professional 
staff from the main offices, 
while the tutors are the same 
students who work in the tu­
toring center.
Although the program 
targets the freshman class, 
all students are welcome to 
use the resources.
Beside counseling and 
tutoring, the career and aca­
demic advising offices in 
North C also host academic 
success workshops through­
out the year to teach students 
techniques to improve their 
grades, concentration, time 
management, test anxiety 
and motivation.
Other workshops help 
students develop habits that 
lead to success and deter­
mine study strategies that 
suit their individual learning 
styles.
The tutoring center offers 
group tutoring for 100-lev­
el chemistry and biology 
courses, but students look­
ing for individual help in 
other classes can request a
tutor for those subjects.
“We targeted more of the 
sciences out in that area (be­
cause) it’s just our high de­
mand for tutoring,” Messner 
said.
Students can drop in 
for biology and chemistry 
group tutoring on Mondays 
and Tuesdays from 4 p.m. to 
6 p.m., or they can schedule 
individual tutoring sessions 
through the Student Aca­
demic Services Center.
Academic advising and 
career counseling represen­
tatives are available Mon­
day through Thursday from 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. to assist 
students of all majors and 
class standings. Scheduled 
appointments or drop-ins 
are welcome.
For more information on 
the North C Success Center 
or other academic resources 
available on campus, con­
tact the Student Academic 
Success Center at 616-331- 
3588.
ebalboa @ lanthorn .com
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6VPD UPDATE
GVPD ruled not 
responsible in Gun 
Club shooting
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Managing Editor
The Grand Valley State University 
Police Department will not be charged 
in the Sept. 29 accidental shooting of 
a Grand Haven man, who was struck 
by wayward bullets during a routine 
training exercise at the North Ottawa 
Rod and Gun Club.
No information was available as 
to whether the shooting range could 
be held liable for the accident, but the 
Gun Club’s outdoor range will remain 
closed until its design and policies have 
been assessed. Grand Haven residents 
of the Cutter Park development, the 
neighborhood where the man was 
injured that is located about a half-mile 
away from the club, have been damaged 
by errant bullets from the gun club in the 
past eight months, prompting frustration 
from property owners.
Douglas Mesman, chief assistant 
prosecuting attorney for Ottawa County, 
said it was impossible to tell who fired 
the bullet that hit the 30-year-old victim 
or whether it was a result of negligence.
“There is not enough evidence to 
determine whether the shots that struck 
the individual or houses on September 
29 were fired recklessly or carelessly, 
or for that matter, which officer actually 
fired those shots,” Mesman said in a 
news release.
Five part-time GVSU officers were 
training at the Gun Club under the 
supervision of two full-time officers at 
the time of the shooting.
mana%ingeditor@ lanthorn .com
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ThatTakts 
Ovariesl'seeking
submissions
The Women's Center at 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity is looking for submis­
sions for their production 
of “That Takes Ovaries!"
Stories of women who 
have committed bold 
and brazen acts submit­
ted by GVSU community 
members are now being 
accepted and will be in­
cluded in the final pro­
duction.
Submissions are due 
by Nov. 1 and should be 
no longer than 750 words. 
Stories can be submitted 
in any format.
Submit stories to that- 
takesovariesgvsu@gmail. 
com with "Play Submis­
sion"^ the headline.
"That Takes Ovaries!" 
will be performed Feb. 9 
and 10.
G.l. Jobs magazine 
names GV military 
friendly
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity has been named "A 
Military Friendly School" 
by G.l. Jobs magazine 
for the third consecutive 
year with over 450 vet­
erans enrolled for the fall 
semester.
The 2012 list of Mili­
tary Friendly schools in­
cludes the top 20 percent 
of universities, colleges 
and trade schools that 
have programs in place 
that make it easy for vet­
erans to enroll along with 
programs for veterans 
and military spouses. The 
complete list is online at 
www.militaryfriendly- 
schools.com.
For more information 
about veterans at gvsu, 
visit www.gvsu.edu/vet- 
erans.
Former GV
president Murray to
speak Wednesday
Former Grand Valley 
State University President 
Mark Murray will speak 
to the GVSU community 
as the second speaker 
to present in the Wheel- 
house Talks, produced by 
the Hauenstein Center for 
Presidential Studies.
On Wednesday at 
12:30 p.m. in the Kroc 
Community Center, 2500 
S. Division Ave in Grand 
Rapids, the cunent presi­
dent of Meijer Inc. will talk 
about his experiences as 
president of GVSU and as 
president of Meijer, Inc.
The Wheelhouse Talks 
is a monthly speaker se­
ries consisting of local and 
state leaders who what to 
share their views about 
philosophy, experience 
and leadership.
CORRECTIONS AND 
CLARIFICARTIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to 
bring you the most accurate 
news possible.
, If we make a mistake, we want 
to make it right. If you find any 
errors in fact in the Lanthorn, 
let us know by calling 
616-331-2464 or by emailing 
editorial@lanthorn.com
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Marching for consumer rights
Student Environmental Coalition takes to the streets of Grand Rapids in protest of genetically modified organisms
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
G
rand Valley State Uni­
versity’s Student En­
vironmental Coalition 
held a march on the 
streets of downtown Grand Rapids 
Sunday to protest the use of geneti­
cally modified organisms (GMOs) 
by Monsanto, the world’s largest 
seed company.
About 40 to 45 people marched 
from GVSU’s Pew Campus to 
Grand Rapids City Hall during the 
March Against Monsanto, which is 
a part of a larger national movement 
against the seed company called 
Millions Against Monsanto.
“Monsanto claims to be a sus­
tainable company, yet their prac­
tices paint an uglier picture,” said 
Vince Panozzo, president of the 
SEC. “They continue to destroy 
bio-diversity and ruin the lives of 
countless farmers. This march is 
also to show solidarity with ev­
erybody who is affected by this 
— farmers, families, children, stu­
dents, animals, those with adverse 
health problems, environmental­
ists. animal-loving people — really 
everybody. Because everybody is 
affected by it. Everybody from pro­
fessors to students, from farmers at 
the farmer’s market to those who 
are Occupy ing Grand Rapids. We 
definitely have strong support for 
this event.”
According to the World Health 
Organization, GMOs are defined 
as “organisms in which the genetic 
material (DNA) has been altered 
in a way that does not occur natu­
rally."
GMOs are cheaper to produce, 
leading to lower food costs, but 
opponents of GMOs have criti­
cized problems in the production of 
GMOs and the lack of legal regu­
lation for GMOs in food and food 
labels.
The three main issues are the 
cross-contamination of allergenic 
foods, the transfer of antibiotic re­
sistant genes and the movement of 
genes from genetically modified 
plants into the conventional crops, 
a process known as outcrossing.
Though Millions Against Mon­
santo is a nationwide effort, SEC
member Gwen Gell spearheaded 
the process of bringing the initia­
tive to Grand Rapids in hopes of 
pressuring Congress to pass a bill 
that will require by law that any 
food which may contain GMOs be 
labeled.
“I just saw it as an opportunity 
for eople to come out and give 
awareness to Grand Rapids about 
our food policy and how our food 
system works as far as the monop­
oly with Monsanto, and then also 
with about how our food really isn’t 
labeled,” Gell said. “You know, 
microwaves might say ‘Made in 
Taiwan’ and we know where that 
comes from and we know what’s in 
it, but as far as food goes, not really. 
We don’t really know if the com we 
eat comes from a genetically modi­
fied organism or the meats that we 
get from the grocery store — they’re 
not labeled and it doesn’t say if it’s 
from a CAFO farm, a Confined 
Animal Feeding Operation.”
Because GMOs are a relatively 
new development in food, there is 
no definitive information on wheth­
er GMOs are safe or harmful, but at 
least 19 recent studies have linked 
GMO consumption to organ dis­
ruption.
Since the protest aimed to draw 
attention to the monopoly that large 
corporations can have over produc­
tion and money, Gell and Panozzo 
said it was the perfect way to show 
solidarity with the ongoing Occupy 
Grand Rapids movement, an ex­
tension of the larger Occupy Wall 
Street efforts taking place across 
the globe.
“We’re here for the same idea, 
it’s all about not letting corpora­
tions rule things, and the power 
they have, and how much money 
they have, and what they’re able 
to do with that money is not right.” 
Panozzo said. “And with Monsan­
to, they have so much control over 
our food, and they have so much 
money to ensure their advantage.”
Gell and Panozzo said raising 
awareness about Monsanto is more 
than just an environmental issue, 
it’s a human rights issue.
“It’s all about what we eat and 
what we drink, and so that’s the 
core value of who we are — you 
really are what we eat,” he said. 
“So, if you put healthy stuff in you.
INSIDE YOUR PANTRY
GVL / Anya Zentmeyer
Knowledge is power A little protester stands among the Student Environmental Coalition during the Millions Against Monsanto 
march outside of the Grand Rapids City Hall. The march was part of a national movement against the unmarked use of GMOs in food.
you’re going to be good and healthy 
and vice versa. I think the fact that 
Monsanto has so much control over 
so much of our food, it’s scary that 
one company can have such a mo­
nopoly over something. And it’s 
food, and not just other services, 
and you need food to survive. It’s a 
basic right, and it’s something they 
shouldn’t have the power to control 
so much.”
Though it’s the first time the 
SEC held the protest, members 
hope to do it again next year with a 
bigger turnout since they will have 
more time to organize.
“1 think that it’s really important 
students know about this, because 
we’re really good at relaying in­
formation and questioning things 
and researching whether it’s for or 
against Monsanto, for or against 
labeling things,” Gell said. “I think 
it’s really important for us to ques­
tion.”
news@ lanthorn .com
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GV participates in Year of Interfaith Understanding
By Lizzy Balboa
GVL Staff Writer
Although the 2012 Year of 
Interfaith Understanding will 
not officially begin for three 
months, events aimed toward 
achieving interfaith harmony 
and religious tolerance are un­
derway in West Michigan.
GVSU and eight other col­
leges around the Grand Rapids 
area are collaborating to offer 
students a wide range of op­
portunities to explore differ­
ent faiths on campus. Mayor 
George Heartwell’s office, 
the Grand Rapids Press and 
vanous organizations within 
Grand Valley State University 
have begun to lead efforts to 
initiate interfaith understand­
ing by organizing and adver­
tising local religious events.
Aquinas College, Hope 
College, Calvin College and 
other private schools have 
scheduled religious speakers 
to present and have opened ad­
mission to the public. GVSU 
is the only public iastitution 
participating.
The Year of Interfaith Un­
derstanding was conceived 
by GVSU’s Kaufman Inter­
faith Iastitute. which works to 
promote appreciation of and 
peace between people of dif­
ferent religioas.
“We do this by dialogue, 
by relationships, by getting to 
know and respect people who 
may not look like us, think 
like as. or worship like as.” 
said Doug Kindschi, director 
of the Kaufman Iastitute. “We 
seek not only areas where we
GVL Rachel Iturralde
Understanding and acceptance: Douglas Kindschi (middle) holds an open house for Interfaith at the 
Westminster Presbyterian Church in Grand Rapids. Kindschi is director of the Kaufman Interfaith Institute at GVSU.
agree, but also to understand 
our differences and learn to ac­
cept those differences without 
prejudice and discrimination.”
Kindschi and the institute 
have orchestrated a number 
of events and guest speakers 
to initiate religious conversa­
tions at GVSU, while many 
congregations, organizations 
and study groups in the Grand 
Rapids community are also 
sponsoring events and offer­
ing tours of different worship 
centers.
“I think participation in the 
2012 Year erf Interfaith Under­
standing is important because 
we have no other choice but 
to learn to live together in a 
society that mutually under­
stands, accepts and respects 
our neighbors who may not 
look like the image of God
to us,” said Whitney Belprez, 
project manager of the Kauf­
man Interfaith Institute. “The 
only other alternative is to be­
come a community that self- 
destructs because we cannot 
learn about those around us, 
and thus cannot peacefully 
live with them.”
The Kaufman Institute 
was founded in 2006 during 
GVSU sponsorship of the In­
terfaith Dialogue, a triennial 
event that was started by the 
Kaufman family in Muskegon 
more than 20 years ago. The 
iastitute is devoted to reaching 
an understanding among reli­
gions. which Kindschi said is 
an essential step toward estab­
lishing peace among natioas.
While the Kaufman Iasti- 
tute looks to strengthen the 
relationship between people
of different faiths, it does not 
intend for anyone to surrender 
personal beliefs for the sake of 
unity.
“The biggest misconcep­
tion about engaging in any 
kind of interfaith work is that 
we have to compromise the 
faith we hold to be true and 
accept that all religioas are re­
ally the same,” Belprez said. 
“That’s not what the Kaufman 
Interfaith Iastitute is about 
and it’s definitely not what the 
2012 Year of Interfaith Under­
standing is about... The goal is 
to learn about another religion 
from an adherent of that reli­
gion.”
For more information on 
the schedule of events, visit 
the website at wwwinterfaith- 
mi.org.
ebalboa @ lanthorn xom
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"Chasing the Sky: The 
female perspective*
By Cassidy Warner
Guest blogger
VALLEY VOTE
Will a new keg tag law curb underage 
drinking?
® Vote online at lanthorn.com
Last issue's question:
Is Dr Conrad Murray responsible for the
2009 death of Michael Jackson?
YES 83% NO 17%
EDITORIAL GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON 1 BY DAN SILLS
All voices 
heard
Not everyone may agree with the 
opinions expressed on our Op/Ed 
and Your Space pages, but those 
submissions help foster important 
discussions within the community.
N
ow, before our inbox gets flooded with letters 
to the editor this week (which we actually 
encourage and look forward to, believe it or 
not), we want to first tell everyone that we already 
know.
Some of Kevin Swift’s statements in his letter to 
the editor leave much to be desired. To claim that 
women’s empowerment and feminism equate to 
women making the first move in relationships and 
that a “strong independent” woman is one who asks 
the man on a date first is at best misinformed and 
offensive and at worst blatantly misogynistic. Those 
arguments go from sexist to ridiculous as Swift writes 
that women dissatisfied with their dating options on 
campus should transfer schools if they “don’t like the 
product at your local store.”
But despite all of that, we chose to print it.
Why? So that you, the reader, can poke holes in it 
yourself.
The editorial page of any newspaper — and, now, 
our Your Space page — is supposed to serve as a 
tool to foster communication and discussion among 
members of the community. If we at the Lanthorn 
were to limit that function by over-censoring our 
editorial staff or choosing not to publish letters to the 
editor based on the opinions presented within them, 
then we would not be doing our job.
• There have been many items published on our 
editorial page that members of our staff did not 
necessarily agree with, such as the infamous Vagina 
Monologues cartoon last year, the letter to the editor 
ridiculing GVSU police for enforcing underage 
drinking laws or, for those of you who have been 
around for a while, the “swamp troll” Valentine’s Day 
guest column several years back that generated more 
than 100 comments on our website, the most that we 
hjve seen on any one story to date.
But while we do not necessarily agree with 
everything that makes it to our editorial page 
(besides, obviously, the institutional editorial), it 
is not our place to censor content based solely on 
that reason. We are tasked with making sure that 
all voices are heard at our newspaper, and that can 
sometimes include the questionable, the uninformed 
arid the insensitive.
We ask that you submit your letters to the editor 
with the mindset of educating readers and challenging 
ideas, much like Eyes Wide Open did last issue, in 
order to further discussion among readers.
lantfjorn
The student-run newspapers at Grand Valley 
State University
EDITORIAL PAGE BOARD
EMANUEL JOHNSON Editor-in-Chief
SAMANTHA BUTCHER Managing Editor 
ANYA ZENTMEYER News Editor 
KEVIN HAUSFELD Advertising Manager
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley Lanthorn opinion page 
is to stimulate discussion and action on topics of interest to the 
Grand Valley Community. Student opinions do not reflect those 
cf the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes reader viewpoints and 
afters three vehicles of expression for reader opinions: letters to 
the editor, guest columns and phone responses.
i Letters must include the author’s name and be accompanied 
by current picture identification if dropped off in person. Letters 
will be checked by an employee of the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each issue. The limit for letter 
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and condense letters and 
columns for length restrictions and clarity.
! All letters must be typed.
| The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be held responsible for 
effors that appear in print as a result of transcribing handwritten 
letters or e-mail typographic emirs.
; The name of the author may be withheld for compelling 
reasons
The content, information and views expressed are not 
approved by nor necessarily represent those of the university, its 
Board of Trustees, officers, faculty and staff.
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Q Should food producers be required to label genetically modified food?
.ft
"No... unless this 
presents a health 
risk In this case, the 
food should not be 
available anyway. The 
produces, however, 
should not hide this 
information from 
consumers, even if it's 
not legally required."
Nikki Fisher
Sophomore 
Creative writing 
Hudsonville, Mich.
‘‘‘C x-
I
"I don't think they 
should be required 
to label it. It's not 
harmful to your body 
os it's not a big deal 
to have to label the 
products."
Brennan Gibbs
Freshman
Biomedical sciences 
Monroe, Mich.
"As long as we are 
producting enough 
food to help people 
that are starving, 
then it shouldn't be a 
problem."
JonSmoes
Senior
Criminal justice 
Standale, Mich.
"Yes, just as artificially 
flavored foods 
should be labeled 
as such. Genetically 
modified foods 
should be held under 
similar regulations if 
not more, depending 
on the level of 
modification."
Benny Sasser
Senior
Liberal studies 
Detroit
'I think they should 
just so consumers are 
aware of what they're 
actually putting into 
their bodies."
Hannah Kem
Junior 
Nursing 
Holt Mich.
Dating in college, part 4: First dates
ti
Jr
BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST
5 pjn. Big date tonight. 
Really excited. Also ner­
vous. Whatever, all I need 
to do is be myself: charming 
as hell.
6 pjn. OK, one hour 
until we plan on meeting 
at the restaurant. Might as 
well figure out what I’m 
wearing. I don’t want to look 
over-dressed or too eager, 
but I don’t want to look like 
a slob.
6:15 pjn. On the bus, 
on the way to the restaurant. 
How do I explain that? 
“Yeah, I don’t have a car 
because I’m poor. I don’t 
even have enough money to 
take care of myself, let alone 
a girlfriend.” Smooth.
6:30 pjn. Maybe dinner 
was too big of a first step. 
Coffee’s less formal, so
there’s less pressure.
6:48 pjn. Arrived a bit 
early. That’s OK, I can treat 
this like a job interview. 10 
minutes early is “on time,” 
and “on time” is 10 minutes 
late.
7:10 pjn. Ordering my 
second water. Ten minutes 
late isn’t that late, anyway.
7:24 pjn. Receive a text: 
“Sorry, running a bit late. Be 
there in 20 minutes.”
7:40 pjn. Receive 
another text “Had to help 
out my roommate. Head­
ing out the door now. 
Sorryyyyyyyyyyy.” She’s 
putting others before herself, 
so I can’t be upset. The extra 
“y”s help too. Especially 
glad I decided not to eat 
before coming here.
8:04 pjn. Date arrives 
and looks fantastic. What do 
I say? Something about her 
dress? Something about her 
hair? “Hey,” I say. Yep, that 
sums it up.
8:10 pjn. New waitress 
comes by, someone I know 
from class. I hate to be rude, 
but I’m not here to talk to
her. Date does not lode 
entertained.
8:23 pjn. Finished 
talking about our week 
and the weather. What else 
do people talk about? The 
remake of “Footloose”?
8:32 pjn. Waitress 
comes back. A girl who has 
never talked to me before, 
she now has an infinite 
amount of questions about 
class. Date starts texting 
other people.
8:45 pjn. Food ar­
rives and I start eating. I’m 
starving, but Date delicately 
picks at her food. We talk 
about food.
9 pjn. Find out she likes 
“The Office.” Desperate 
for talking points, I spout 
out my theory cf why Jim 
is the biggest jerk on the 
show. I immediately realize I 
dressed just like him.
9:15 pjn. No, waitress, 
we don’t have any room for 
dessert, and no, I didn’t take 
notes on Tuesday’s lecture. 
You shouldn’t have skipped.
9:20 pjn. I pay for both 
of the checks. Chivalry isn’t
dead, it’s just damn expen­
sive. Date smiles again and I 
remember why I fumbled to 
get her here in the first place; 
she’s way out of my league.
9:25 pjn. Date offers 
me a ride back to my place 
and I graciously accept. Start 
thinking about which movie 
I can offer to have her stay a 
bit longer.
9:36 pjn. Apparently 
“No Country For Old Men” 
is not a suitable date movie 
and she declines as she pulls 
up to my apartment.
9:37 pjn. Go in for the 
kiss goodnight, end up hug- * 
ging awkwardly between 
our restraining seatbelts.
10:14 pjn. Text her that 
I had a great time and that I 
would love to do it again (I 
really would). She replies, 
“Thanks, but I’m not really 
looking for a relationship 
right now.”
Two weeks later Face- 
book announces Date’s in 
a relationship. Should have 
gone out for coffee.
cslattery@ lanthorn £om
Why the new keg-tag law is stupid
KEVIN VANANTWERPEN
GVL COLUMNIST
Nov. 1 is a day that will 
live in infamy, a day that 
shall henceforth be known 
as Underage-Drinking- 
Apocalypse-Day. The day 
minors will be stripped of 
their power to drink without 
adult permission.
Or at least that’s what the 
governments cf Michigan 
and 30 other states are 
hoping. The new law will 
require retailers to attach 
tags to any kegs of beer sold. 
The tags will bear the name 
and driver’s license number
cf the purchaser so that if 
cops break up an underage 
party, they know who to 
chase through the woods in 
his underwear.
Under the new law, 
if the tag is removed, the 
purchaser cannot get the $30 
deposit back.
Here’s why this doesn’t 
make sense.
Kids aren’t stupid
Okay, so let’s assume 
we’re underage drinkers 
(not that anyone reading 
this would drink underage 
- you’re all good Grand Val­
ley students, right?). We’re 
having a party. A big party.
A party so ungodly large that 
a 30 pack of Miller Light or 
a BYOB rule just won’t do. 
We need a keg, but we want 
that deposit.
Thankfully, we’re all 
Grand Valley students -
which means we’re really, 
really clever. That previ­
ously stated ungodly large 
party will probably have at 
least 30 people. $1 a piece, 
and the deposit is covered. 
Or, we just empty the keg 
into another container and 
stash the real one some place 
safe. Crisis averted.
The cabinet is closer
Kegs can run $60 or 
more (depending on whether 
or not you want a lot of bad 
beer, or a lot of good beer). 
Chances are, these alcoholic 
underaged friends cf ours 
aren’t foreign to drinking 
liquor. I mean, that’s where 
it all starts, isn’t it? Stealing 
whiskey from your parents’ 
kitchen cabinet? With $60 or 
more, you could by enough 
cheap liquor to get a third- 
world country smashed.
Kids do what they want
It’s a myth that laws like 
these will prevent minors 
from drinking. The ones 
who drink are going to do it 
anyway. They’re obviously 
already breaking the law, 
and adding cine more rule 
to a long list cf ineffective 
rules won’t change a thing. 
The kids who abstain do so 
because they just don’t want 
to - be it because of their 
moral convictions or general 
lack cf interest.
Let’s face it. The real 
problem with drinking is 
driving. Someone explain 
to me how it’s worthwhile 
to crack down on keg sales, 
wasting valuable time and 
money, instead cf focusing 
on the people who drive 
drunk. I think there may be 
misplaced priorities here.
kvanantwerpen 
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• an array of floor plans to choose from
• Individual leasee with roommate matching services
• private bedroom & your own bathroom
• freedom to paint, decorate & make yourself at home
• stylish furnishings available
• fast & friendly maintenance a management
• weekly resident events
• game room, theater, study lounge a 24 hr fitness center
• home of menna's joint ....aW moRe!
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Response to Slattery: 'Guys, we are the commodity!'
Two things led to this note: you generally aren’t trying,
first, I read Slattery’s Oct 6 article Lets introduce the laws of 
on dating (and don’t worry Chris supply and demand here and a 
there are at least 6 people that read little bit of Adam Smith for you 
you daily) and second I actually economics people; for every
heard this quote from a GVSU 1 guy there are approximately
girl while walking^*} want a 2.5l girls (1 guy's 2.51 girls) at
boyfriend, but^here are not eligible, GVSU. As much as I would love 
guys at GV ajiifyhe ones that are 2.51 girlfriends the ide# enters the 
eligible ju^njon’t^.’V realm that is both whimsical and
1 physically stopped and morbid. So what can we determine
thought why?<Js she spying that fropi this? Guys, we are the
all GV guys are-ln'a relationship? cottimodity! It doesn’t matter if all
Clearly no|. asT least three the girls fought over uS; there are
friends and'prtylpl^wnb'are single, r^stiU not enough of us to go around, 
ergo whe 1 *
means
This is the 21 st century people! The age of feminism 
and women empowerment! Perhaps, we should stop 
focusing on the guy having to initiate and start focusing 
on the girl. Ladies if you want one of us go for it.
7 Kevin Swif£
GVSU student
> <uiu yiyapeii wriD arc stogie, t ^ sun not enougn oi us io go arou 
’ op; At says eligible she £>o this leads tb another
u£ to par. v question: Why should the guys
If that is the case 1 am going 
to take your philosophy Chris and 
run with it to the extremes; to the 
point'of offending some people 
because if you don’t offend at least 
one person with your philosophy
Photo of the Issue
try? Well if you believe in chivalry 
then you feel that the manly guy 
should so something to sweep the 
dainty girl off her feet. However, 
if you believe that you probably 
still believe that the world is flat.
This is the 21st century people!
The age of feminism and women 
empowerment! Perhaps, we should 
stop focusing on the guy having to 
initiate and start focusing on the 
girl. Ladies if you want one of us 
go for it. Chances are we will not 
think any less of you and plus I 
don’t know a guy who wouldn’t 
want to be asked on a date. We like
strong independent women.
Still not convinced? Well if all 
this is not kosher to you then I will 
stand upon supply and demand for 
my defense. Bottom line ladies, if 
you don’t like the product at your 
local store its simple: go to another 
store. Thus, if you don’t like the 
guys at GVSU and it’s that big of 
a deal, you should probably find a
different school. As for the number 
of guys, they aren’t exactly 
bringing us in by te truckload; and. - 
as for the ones already here, well 
we are here to stay. We like the 
gender ratio.
e
Kevin Swift 
GVSU student
W
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Don't rain on their parade: Actors grace the stage in a performance of Lin-Manuel Miranda's "In The Heights'by Broadway Grand Rapids last year. A policy change from the County Convention/Arena Authority last week 
gave Broadway Grand Rapids more opportunities to book locations in popular weekends, which representatives from the company said will help them bring bigger productions to Grand Rapids more frequently.
Policy change could bring more Broadway shows to Grand Rapids
By Stephanie Deible
QVL Intern
A
 revised booking policy will 
now give Broadway Grand 
Rapids the same scheduling 
opportunities as symphony, opera 
and ballet companies, which may 
provide a boost for performing arts 
in Grand Rapids.
The County Convention/Arena 
Authority approved the new guide­
lines after extensively studying the 
old policy and noticing both the 
need for an update and the oppor­
tunity for improvement.
The previous policy did not 
include scheduling at new facili­
ties like the Steelcase Ballroom at 
DeVos Place and also highlighted
venues, such as the Welsh Audito­
rium, that no longer exist.
The updated policy also places 
greater consideration on finding 
the most efficient ways to produce 
revenue, which is key when trying 
to bring in national touring produc­
tions.
“Broadway Grand Rapids fought 
for this proposal for 25 years,” said 
Mike Lloyd, executive director of 
Broadway Grand Rapids. “We did 
so because we think it will have a 
positive impact on the community 
first and Broadway second.”
Prior to the recent changes in 
policy, which were voted on last 
week, Broadway had more chal­
lenges scheduling performances 
than the city’s three other perform­
ing arts companies.
For Broadway Grand Rapids, 
the change is seen as an opportu­
nity to bring a wider variety of per­
formances into the city.
“The possibility of a good, high- 
quality touring company coming 
to Grand Rapids is very much af­
fected by when you can get them 
to come here and whether it looks 
like it’s going to be a date that will 
work for a significant audience,” 
Lloyd said. “In the past ... we did 
not have dates attractive and lucra­
tive; we got stuck with Thanksgiv­
ing, Easter break and Labor Day 
Weekend.”
The symphony, opera and bal­
let companies, on the other hand, 
said the change has the possibility
to present some risks.
“It worries us a little bit not be­
cause we think any those consid­
erations are misplaced, we don’t, 
we understand them perfectly,” 
said Michael Havlicek. executive 
director of Opera Grand Rapids. 
“But opera is a very unusual art 
form and it’s not necessarily an ef­
ficient art form... the opera voice 
can’t perform every night (so) we 
only do two performances of each 
opera.”
Despite minimal concern among 
the opera, symphony and bal­
let companies, the arts groups are 
committed to working together to 
implement the new guidelines and. 
at same time, preserve some of the 
values on the previous policy such
as employing local artists and serv­
ing the community.
“The trust that we have (in) all 
the parties involved gives us a lot 
of confidence that all of our groups 
will be able to have dates in the 
hall for their programs that work 
well for them,” said Peter Kjome, 
president and CEO of the Grand 
Rapids Symphony.
At the end of the day, the hope 
is that giving Broadway Grand 
Rapids equal scheduling oppor­
tunities will positively impact the 
community.
“The winner in this is the ticket 
buyer ... because (they) will get 
more and better selections happen­
ing in DeVos Hall.” Lloyd said.
news® lanthorn .com
GV graduate enrollment drops
By Dan Spadafora
GVL Assistant News Editor
Fitting with a national 
trend that shows a steady 
decline in graduate school 
enrollment, the Grand Val­
ley State University School 
of Graduate Studies enroll­
ment numbers dropped 104 
students, or 3.2 percent, 
from last year.
The total number of 
graduate students enrolled 
in degree-seeking programs 
last year was 3,204, a num­
ber that has dropped this 
year to 3,100 total graduate 
degree-seeking students.
! Jeffrey Potteiger. dean of 
graduate studies at GVSU, 
said this drop in total en­
rollment can be explained 
by several factors, such as 
a decline in employer sup­
port for part-time students 
seeking a degree while still 
working. He added that be­
cause of the stressed econo­
my, employers are less like­
ly to contribute assistance to 
their employee’s education.
“For those students who 
are paying their own tuition, 
the depressed economy 
forces them to be very care­
ful about how they spend 
limited resources,” Potteiger 
said. “Another factor could 
be competition for students. 
New graduate programs are 
being developed across the 
country in an effort to com­
pete for the available pool 
of potential applicants.”
Although the total num­
ber of graduate students has 
dropped from last year to 
this year, Potteiger said it 
is important to look at the 
larger trends and not com­
pare numbers from year to 
year, saying this could im­
pact how one interprets the 
data.
From 2008 through 2010, 
the total number of graduate 
students climbed from 3,049 
in 2008 to 3204 in 2010, a 
5 percent increase, before
POTTEIGER
dropping to this year’s en­
rollment of 3,100. Even 
more fluctuation occurred in 
years past, with the numbers 
rising and dropping from 
2005 through 2007.
Besides the economy 
causing a rise or decline, 
Potteiger said the number of 
universities offering gradu­
ate programs in an area can 
also be a factor.
“In Grand Rapids, there 
are 15 colleges or univer­
sities offering graduate 
programs,” Potteiger said. 
“This increased market 
availability means a poten­
tial reduction in enrollment 
for programs as there is 
more competition ”
According to a recent 
report from the Council of 
Graduate Schools, national 
graduate school enrollment 
has decreased 1.1 percent.
“The office of Graduate 
Studies is about to conduct 
a survey to identify the pri­
mary reasons why students 
who were accepted into a 
graduate program at GVSU 
did not enroll,” Potteiger 
said. “We hope to use this 
information to help make 
changes to our graduate ed­
ucation programs that will 
result in a greater enroll­
ment ”
assistantnews 
@ lanthorn £om
Graduate 
enrollment by 
the numbers
Fall 2005 3,063
Fall 2006 3,173
Fall 2007 3,134
Fall 2008 3,049
Fall 2009 3,120
Fall 2010 3,204
Fall 2011 3,100
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BRIEFS
FOOTBALL
Former GV football 
player makes second 
NFL start
Former Grand Valley State 
University football player and 
currentCincinnati Bengal Dan 
Skuta started his second-ca­
reer game on Sunday against 
the Indianapolis Colts.
The third-year pro, who 
has played both fullback 
and linebacker in his time 
with the Bengals, started at 
middle linebacker in place of 
Rey Maualuga, who was out 
with a sprained ankle. Skuta 
recorded five total tackles in 
the team's 27-17 victory.
W. TENNIS
Rice awarded with 
Player of the Week
Coming off a freshman 
season where she finished 
27-1 in singles, Grand Valley 
State University women's 
tennis player Lexi Rice has 
been honored as the GLIAC 
Women's Tennis Athlete of 
the Week.
After an undefeated
weekend that saw her go 2-0 
at both No. 4 singles and no. 
3 doubles against Ashland 
University and Ohio Domini­
can University, Rice followed 
her success up with two more 
wins against Ferris State Uni­
versity and Lake Erie College 
the following week to extend 
her regular season singles re­
cord to a perfect 11 -0 in dual 
meets.
GLIAC STANDINGS
FOOTBALL
GLIAC North
Ferris State 4-2
Indianapolis 4-2
Saginaw Valley 4-2
GVSU 3-3
Michigan Tech. 3-3
Northern Mich. 2-4
Northwood 1-5
SOCCER
GLIAC North
GVSU 12-0
Northern Mich. 6-4-2
Ferris State 6-4-2
Saginaw Valley 4-6-2
Northwood 4-8
Michigan Tech. 3-8-1
VOLLEYBALL
GLIAC North
Ferris State 11-1
Northern Mich. 9-2
Saginaw Valley 8-3
Northwood 6-5
GVSU 6-6
Lake Superior 3-8
Michigan Tech. 0-11
KEY
PLAYERS
Stormin'
NORMAN Shuford, defense fuel GVSU in 61-31 win at Lake Erie
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Sports Editor
I
n the week prior to the Grand 
Valley State University 
football team’s match up 
against Lake Erie College, 
GVSU head coach Matt Mitchell 
echoed the sentiment that despite 
their winless conference record, the 
Storm were a team capable giving 
the Lakers trouble.
That was the case for three 
quarters Saturday, but GVSU (4-3, 
3-3 GLIAC) used 28 fourth-quarter 
points to put away Lake Erie (1-6, 
0-5 GLIAC) and stamp the ticket 
to a 61-31 victory, GVSU’s third 
straight.
“Eventually, what happened was 
we were able to keep running our 
zone (running) play, and we kind of 
wore them out and got some really 
big gains,” said GVSU head coach 
Matt Mitchell. “I think Norman 
Shuford played his best game at 
Grand Valley, and a couple of 
turnovers late may have made the 
score maybe a bigger differential 
then the game was.”
Led by the career-best 
performance of running back 
Norman Shuford, the Lakers 
found a way to pull away from 
the persistent Storm early in the 
fourth quarter. The junior’s 49- 
yard touchdown run on the second 
play of the fourth quarter helped 
spark the first of four unanswered 
touchdowns.
Shuford, who finished with 
a whopping 285 yards of total 
offense, had two touchdowns of 
more than 40 yards in the game and 
teamed with junior Hersey Jackson 
to give the Lakers a strong running 
game on a night where winds gusts 
reached 22 mph.
Jackson, who sat out last week’s 
game against Northern Michigan 
University with a shoulder injury, 
put together a productive game in 
his return, rushing for 118 yards 
and a touchdown.
“I thought both guys played 
well, but the dimension that 
Norman added, besides being able 
to consistently rip off big runs, was 
by making some good catches,” 
Mitchell said. “We had a third- 
and-long and we ran him down 
the middle of the field and Heath 
hit him for a touchdown. He had 
a good approach all week, and he 
played very well.”
Sophomore quarterback Heath 
Parling finished the game only 
9-of-20 passing for 201 yards, but 
Shuford’s three receptions for 118 
yards helped give the offense a 
spark.
While the offense found a way to 
move the ball, the defense - coming 
off a four-interception game last
£
GVL Archive
Slash and dash: Junior running back Norman Shuford rushes upheld in a previous game. Shuford led the Laker charge in Saturday's 
61 -31 victory over Lake Erie College, accounting for three touchdowns on 285 yards of total offense. All three touchdowns came in the 
second half. Teammate Hersey Jackson accounted for 118 rushing yards and a touchdown Saturday.
week - struggled early. The Lakers 
allowed 320 yards in the first half 
before finding their footing in the 
second, giving up just 162 yards 
and forcing two turnovers.
“It’s very important for us to get 
turnovers, and it shows us that we 
can play better than we have these 
previous four weeks,” said senior 
defensive end Andre Thomas. 
“That gives us the right mentality 
that we can go out there and play 
against anybody.”
Lake Erie quarterback Sean 
Bedevelsky finished the game 22- 
of-38 for 280 yards passing and two 
touchdowns, and freshman running 
back Rod Smith finished the game 
with 77 yards and a touchdown on 
15 carries.
Despite Lake Erie’s offensive 
production, the Laker defense 
came to the forefront in the fourth 
quarter, intercepting Bedevelsky
twice, including one by safety 
Erik Thompson that was returned 
49 yards for the game’s final 
touchdown.
“The turnovers are a big 
momentum changer, especially 
when we give the offense better field 
position or even just with scoring 
by putting points on the board with 
our defense, which is even better.” 
said Thompson, who leads the team 
with four interceptions.
Thompson’s level of play has 
gone up along with his team’s. 
The sophomore has scored 
touchdowns on interception returns 
in consecutive weeks, and his 100- 
yard kickoff return score Saturday 
showed off his versatility with the 
team.
“He’sbasicallyareallydangerous 
athlete when he gets the ball in his 
hands,” Mitchell said. “There’s still 
some things he an improve on - he
missed some tackles tonight - but 
when he has the ball in his hands, 
he’s a dangerous athlete.”
His 35.2-yard kickoff return 
average now ranks first in the 
GLIAC and third in the nation. 
Mitchell cited the team’s special 
teams play, highlighted by 
Thompson’s return and a blocked 
field goal at the end of the first half, 
as a major contributor to GVSU’s 
victory.
“All six of our special teams 
were critical. and I could go through 
all of them,’’ Mitchell said. “We 
missed on extra point, and the wind 
affected the kicking game, but we 
made two field goals and blocked 
another before the half.”
The Lakers will return to 
Allendale looking to prepare for a 
rivalry game against Ferris State 
University on Saturday.
sports@lanthorn .com
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Norman Shuford
Running back
The junior's play has improved 
throughout the season, but Saturday's 
outburst was the best of his career. Not 
only did he get it done on the ground 
with 167 yards, but also in the passing 
game he caught three passes for 118 
yards and a touchdown.
Erik Thompson
Strong safety
The sophomore safety has developed 
into a playmaker for the Lakers on both 
defense and special teams. His 49-yard 
interception return for a score was 
his second in as many weeks, and his 
ability on kickoffs has given the GVSU 
offense good field position.
First quarter
06:22 LE Sam Marcotte 44 
yd field goal
06:07 GV Erik Thompson 
100 yd kickoff return (Ryan 
Stokes kick failed)
04:48 Aaron Lindgren 
54 yd pass from Sean 
Bedevelsky (Marcotte kick)
Second quarter
14:52 Hersey Jackson 35 yd 
run (Stokes kick)
10:19 Stokes 24 yd field 
goal
06:59 Rod Smith 1 yd run 
(Marcotte kick)
0239 Stokes 23 yd field 
goal
Third quarter
12:47 Norman Shuford 9 yd 
run (Stokes kick)
09^)7 David Romeo 5 
yd pass from Bedevelsky 
(Marcotte kick)
07:44 Shuford 58 yd pass 
from Parling (Stokes kick)
06:51 Romeo 72 yd run 
(Sam Marcotte kick)
Fourth quarter
14:22 Shuford 49 yd run 
(Stokes kick)
09:23 Michael Ratay 4 yd 
run (Ryan Stokes kick)
07:35 Charles Johnson 41 
yd pass from Parling (Ryan 
Stokes kick)
07:21 Thompson 49 yd 
interception return (Ftyan 
Stokes kick)
Reading The Lanthorn
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CROSS COUNTRY
By Jon Van Zytveld
GVL Staff Writer
T
he Grand Valley State 
University men’s and 
women’s cross country 
teams ran through rain and mud 
against a Divison I-heavy field 
in order to secure high rankings 
at Penn State University over the 
weekend.
The Lakers faced off against 
21 erf the top colleges in the na­
tion at the Penn State National 
Invitational on Friday. The men 
ran a 52-mile course around 
Penn State’s golf course and 
placed second with 55 points, 
trailing only to host Penn State’s 
47-point total.
The GVSU women ran a 6k, 
placing fifth with a score of 171 
behind West Virginia University, 
the University of Connecticut, 
Penn State University and Duke 
University.
“It was really muddy and re­
ally sloppy, so the runners had to 
be really careful on the turns and 
the side hills,” said GVSU liead 
coach Jerry Baltes. “We had a 
couple kids go down. You just 
have to be a little more focused, 
careful and attentive, while mak­
ing sure that you stay on your 
feet.”
Despite the weather, the 
GVSU men placed five runners 
in the top 20 in an invitational erf 
nearly 200 runners.
Seniors Anthony Witt and 
Tyler Emmorey continued their 
streak erf high finishes, placing 
fourth and fifth with times erf 
26:26 and 26:29, respectively.
GVSU sophomores Brent 
Showerman and Josh Joskalews- 
ki placed 16th and 20th, with 
times erf 27 minutes, one second
and 27:08, respectively.
“It was cexrf,” Showerman 
said. “Being second here in this 
program, kieis sometimes elon’t 
get that opportunity. It was fun, it 
was a good racing experience for 
me, and it was a tough competi­
tion, so I was pleased.”
Freshman Rachel Clark led 
the way for the Lakers, finishing 
16th with a time erf 21:55, while 
her twin sister Callie followed 
closely with a time erf 22:08.
“We need to pack up and 
group together, making sure our 
packs are together and in front 
erf people,” said senior Rebecca 
Winchester. “As long as we stay 
together, 1 think we can get in 
front erf people and get the results 
we want.”
Winchester finished with a 
ranking erf 40th at 22:39.
At the end of the invitational, 
the Lakers were the highest- 
ranked Division II team in atten­
dance.
“I think that a lot of the girls 
just stayed texigh, especially 
during the hard parts like the 
uphill sections and the mud,” 
Winchester said. “We came pre­
pared to race and it was a good 
outcome.”
The Lakers run next at 11 
am. Saturday at the GL1AC 
Cross Country Championships in 
Ashland, Ohio. However, before 
then, the team agrees that they 
have one main thing to work on.
“We need to close the gap for 
our top seven,” Showerman said. 
“We want to get a consistently 
smaller gap between our main 
guys, while working together 
as a whole. We hope to pack it 
up, run well together, and bring 
home the title.”
jvanzytveld 
@ lanthorn oom
SWIMMING AND DIVING
GVL Archive
Overboard: The Lakers prepare to break the surface during a past swim meet The Lakers opened their seasons 
against University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee on Saturday. The men fell 155-88, while the women were defeated 144-99.
GV posts solid times against 
Division I Wisconsin-Milwaukee
By Stephanie Deible
GVL Intern
For most Division II ath­
letic programs, opening up 
the season against a Division I 
opponent would be intimidat­
ing, but the Grand Valley State 
University men’s and wom­
en’s swimming and diving 
teams took their meet against 
the University of Wisconsin- 
Milwaukee as an opportunity 
to find out where they stand 
an what they can improve on 
this season.
Although GVSU did not 
come away with victories 
on Saturday, with men fall­
ing by a score of 155-88 and 
the women losing 144-99, 
the Lakers did have some 
standout performances that 
will serve starting points for 
the season, said GVSU head 
coach Andy Boyce.
“The team is off to a great 
start,” he said. “We faced 
some stiff competition for 
sure going up against the 
Horizon League champs, 
University erf Wisconsin-Mil­
waukee. but we posted some 
good times. We started out the 
meet with a win in the men’s 
medley relay with Raphael 
Santos, Erik Aakesson, Aar­
on Beebe and Milan Meado 
winning by nine-hundredths 
of a second ... then going 
into the next race Carly Bush 
picked up a win in the [ 1,000 
yard) freestyle with a time of 
10:34:68.”
The Lakers saw a glimpse 
of how good they could be 
this season when sophomore 
Caitlyn Madsen turned in a 
personal best swim time of 2 
minutes, 737 seconds in the 
200-yard butterfly and the 
men secured a thrilling vic­
tory in the 200-medley relay.
“I’m definitely excited for 
the rest of the season because 
I started out better than I ever 
have,” Madsen said.
Madsen and Bush, a se­
nior, both had strong perfor­
mances for the women and 
combined for three victories 
and two second-place finishes 
for GVSU. Bash followed up 
her 1,000-yard freestyle win 
with a first-place finish in the 
500-yard freestyle, posting a 
time of 5:09.29.
Madsen said in order for 
GVSU to post solid times all 
season long, the Lakers are 
going to have to avoid inju­
ries, which slowed down the 
team at times last year, and 
continue to train hard every 
day.
On the men’s side, the 
Lakers were led by Beebe, a 
senior, who pulled off three 
victories during the meet, 
winning the 200:yard medley 
relay, the 200-yard freestyle 
and the 200-yard butterfly. 
His efforts in those three races 
alone helped GVSU earn 29 
points of their 88 points.
Sophomore Sven Kardol 
also swam a strong race in the 
men’s 200-yard backstroke, 
finishing 0.1 seconds behind 
the winner.
“I’m pretty satisfied with 
how the meet went, I think ev­
eryone did well,” said sopho­
more Sven Kardol. “I would 
like to improve my stamina 
and breast stroke, but those 
are things I plan to work on all 
season long.”
Moving forward, as the 
Lakers prepare to open up 
their conference schedule, 
Boyce said both teams need 
to continue work hard in prac­
tice and push each other to get 
better, but most of all focus on 
taking the season one meet at 
a time.
GVSU will have its first 
home meet of the season Fri­
day when the team faces off 
against Lewis University at 5 
pjn.
sports® lanthorn com
Courtesy Photo / GVSU Athletics
Pushing ahead: (Top) The women's cross country team runs during a past race. (Bottom) The men's cross country team prepares to run in v 
a past race. Both teams placed in the top 5 at the Penn State Invitational this weekend. The men took second place to host university Penn ( 
State in their 5.2-mile course, while the women took fifth in their 6k with a score of 71.
- - - - - -  CAREER TRAINING. MONEY FOR COLLEGE. - - - - - -
TO HELP YOU
SUCCEED.
Serving part-time in the Air National Guard, you’ll have an 
entire team of like-minded individuals who want to help you get 
ahead. You can choose from nearly 200 career specialties, and 
develop the high-tech skills you need to compete in today’s 
world. You also tram close to home, all while receiving a steady 
paycheck, benefits and tuition assistance. Talk to a recruiter 
today, and see how the Michigan Air National Guard can help 
you succeed. , | | \
MICHIGAN
GoANG.com ► 1 800 TO GO ANG AIRguafd
AND AN ENTIRE TEAM
Lakers score high at Penn State invitational'
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VOLLEYBALL
Lakers go winless in GLIAC-GLVC showcase
By Zach Sepanik
(jVL Staff Writer
i
•
I
t was a bitter ride home for the 
Grand Valley State University 
volleyball team after the fourth 
Annual GLIAC-GLVC Crossover 
Tournament last weekend in Aurora, 
HI., where the Lakers finished 0-3 as 
fie GLIAC’s seventh seed.
* GVSU jumped out to quick starts 
in all three matches but hit several 
bumps in the road that the team 
could not overcome. Libero Chris­
tina Canepa and setter Olivia Kohler 
went out with concussions during the 
weekend, forcing backup players to 
step up into greater roles.
; “I think we just struggled with 
consistency,” said sophomore out- 
$ide hitter Megan Schroeder. “There 
were times where we played really 
well and then times where we just 
fell apart. We definitely could have 
won. We played as hard as we could 
and it just didn’t work out.”
On Saturday, GVSU faced Lewis 
University for a third-straight year in 
the crossover tournament.
The Lakers won the first two sets 
before watching Lewis University 
come back to win in dramatic five- 
jet fashion, 25-20,25-18, 18-25,14- 
25 and 14-16.
“Against Lewis we won the first 
(wo games and felt really good going 
into the third, and then dropping the 
last three, we just worked so hard,” 
said freshman outside hitter Abby 
^iken. “We could have come back
We could have 
come back easily, 
but we just couldn't 
get over the hump 
for some odd 
reason.**
Abby Aiken
Freshman outside hitter
easily, but we just couldn’t get over 
the hump for some odd reason. We 
have the talent.”
After an Aiken service ace in the 
second set to give the Lakers an 8-3 
lead, they pushed the set to 15-13 
before rattling off seven consecutive 
points to put the game out of reach. 
However, it would be all Lewis after 
that.
Aiken led GVSU with a match- 
high 17 kills and added six kills and 
two aces.
Meanwhile, senior middle blocker 
Nicole Whiddon had a strong match 
with 14 kills and five digs. Freshman 
setter Gair Ruhenkamp chipped in 
with 27 assists, while sophomore 
libero Sacha Gill pitched in with a 
match-best 21 digs.
In both games Friday, GVSU 
won the first set before losing three 
straight and eventually falling 3-1. In 
their opening match against GLVC 
fourth-seed Missouri University of 
Science and Technology, the Lakers
Mk,
• GVL Archive
Set to go: Freshman Christina Canepa prepares for the return during a past match. The 
Lakers were defeated 0-3 in the GLIAC-GLVC Crossover Tournament over the weekend.
fell 27-25,19-25,23-25 and 21-25.
The second set remained close 
until an 8-2 Missouri run made it 21- 
15 and put it out of reach.
GVSU never held a lead in the 
fourth set, coming close but never 
able to get over the hump. Kills from 
Ruhenkamp and Gill and an ace 
from Aiken made it 22-21, but it was
not enough.
“I feel like we’d start off with re­
ally high energy and then just fizzle 
out toward the end when we needed 
it the most,” said Eno Umoh. junior 
middle blocker. “When the teams 
went on runs we would miss our 
serves or make attack errors which 
we don’t do in the very beginning of
the game, but we get close and we 
can’t just pull it together and finish 
it.”
With 12 kills and a 333 hitting 
percentage, Aiken led the GVSU of­
fense. Umoh provided a match-high 
six blocks and Gill picked up a team- 
best 10 digs. Finally, Ruhenkamp 
passed for 33 assists.
In its evening matchup on Friday, 
GVSU dropped a four-set decision 
to Bellarmine University, the No. 8 
team from the GLVC, 25-15,25-27, 
20-25,18-25.
The Knights of Bellarmine held 
an advantage in almost every catego­
ry, including assists, digs and service
aces.
GVSU had 14 kills and one er­
ror for a .481 hitting percentage in 
the opening set, starting out strong. 
However, the Lakers could not do 
enough to sustain the lead.
“We just got kind of complacent 
with how we played and we kind of 
underestimated the teams on Friday,” 
Aiken said.
Sophomore middle blocker Abby 
Ebels had a 322 hitting percent­
age and added a match-high seven 
blocks. Aiken contributed a double­
double with 16 digs and 15 kills and 
junior setter Olivia Kohler provided 
22 assists and nine digs.
The Lakers will face Michigan 
Technological University on Friday 
and Northern Michigan University 
on Saturday, the team’s Senior Day, 
for the final two home games this 
regular season.
zsepanik @ lanthorn jcom
GVL Archive
Team talk: Freshman libero Christina Canepa (right) and her teammates huddle up during a past match. The Lakers were seeded seventh in the GLIAC for the tournament after falling to the Missouri University of Science
and Technology Friday afternoon, Bellarmine University Friday night and Lewis University Saturday afternoon. The weekend's disappointing finish brought the team's record to 9-10,6-6 GLIAC
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Abby Aiken
Outside hitter
The freshman has stepped 
up in recent weeks, and 
she led the Lakers in kills 
during all three of the 
team's matches (15,17 and 
12) this week. Injuries and 
inexperience have slowed the team, but Aiken 
has been the go-to hitter on offense.
Sacha Gill
Libero
Defensively, the 
sophomore played 
well this weekend, 
recording 37 digs in the 
team's three matches -' 
highlighted by a 21 -dig 
effort in a five-set loss against No. 21 Lewis 
University on Saturday.
PRICES START AT $6
All pictures printed in the Lanthorn 
and more available!
VISIT LANTH0RN.COM TODAY!
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TOURNAMENT
RECAP
Friday
SET 1 SET 2 SET 3 SET 4
Grand Valley 27 19 23 21
Missouri 25 25 25 25
Bellarmine 15 27 25 25
Grand Valley 25 25 20 18
Saturday
Grand Valley 25 25 18 14
Lewis 20 18 25 25
Div*l' screening today
The film “Dive! Living Off 
of America's Trash' will be 
screened today from 1 
to 2:30 p.m. to show the 
GVSU community where 
the 96 billion pounds of 
food thrown away each 
year in the U.S. goes.
The screening is part of 
Campus Sustainability 
Week, and will take place 
in Room 2263 of the 
Kirkhof Center.
Faculty, staff invited 
to webinar on 
generational gaps *
All GVSU faculty and staff 
are invited to Tuesday's 
webinar, “The ABCs 
of Working With the 
XYZs.'The webinar will 
show how to work with 
members of different 
generations, and will take 
place at noon, 2 and 4 
p.m. To register, visit www. 
encompass.us.com. It 
also qualifies as a Healthy 
Choices activity.
DZ mocktail event to 
advocate safe drinking
GVSU sorority Delta Zeta 
will hold its 'I Have a 
Choice'mocktail event for 
alcohol awareness from 9 
to 11 p.m. on Tuesday in 
the Pere Marquette Room 
of the Kirkhof Center.
The campaign foe alcohol 
awareness includes 
education of college 
students and a partnership 
with higher education 
officials.
The truth 
is that sexual 
assault is a 
topic that most 
folks don't 
feel confident 
talking about, 
so most people 
are uneducated 
about it.**
Jacob Blowers
Eyes Wide Open 
treasurer
GVL / Robert Matthews J
Remember my name: A representative from the Women's Center reads the story of a woman killed by domestic violence aloud at the Silent Witness event Thursday. The annual event which ( 
serves as both a remembrance of the dead and a reminder to the living, gave special recognition to the women and children killed in Roderick Dantzler's July 7 Grand Rapids shooting spree. A
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GV takes back the night from sexual assault
GVL Archive
No means no: Students gather for the silent march at last year's Take Back the Night event which is sponsored by Eyes Wide Open, a sexual 
assault awareness group This year's event which will be held Wednesday at 7 p.m, begins with a keynote address from survivor Marta Sanchez.
By Kendal Pektas
GVL Staff Writer
W
omen and men at Grand 
Valley State University 
plan to empower sur­
vivors while educating about and 
advocating for the end of sexual 
violence at Take Back the Night on
Wednesday.
The annual event,coordinated by" 
Eyes Wide Open, begins at 7 p.m. in 
the Grand River Room in the Kirk­
hof Center with a keynote speaker. 
After the speech, participants will 
have time to visit tables set up 
by other student organizations at 
GVSU and local organizations that 
provide support for survivors be­
fore the group moves outdoors for 
a march around campus.
“We are devoted to the task of 
ending sexual assault, intimate part­
ner violence and stalking on our 
campus,” said Jordan Cross, EWO 
president. “There will also be sever­
al great organizations hosting tables 
during the speech portion of Take 
Back the Night.”
Marta Sanchez is this year’s key­
note speaker. As a survivor, author, 
advocate and visual artist, she will 
present the audience with a truth­
ful and elaborate presentation in 
regards to ending sexual assault. 
Sanchez encourages individuals 
to make themselves aware of the 
real, day-to-day problems about 
sexual crimes. Her unique exhibits, 
which contain both her poetry and
art, guide in educating people and 
increasing awareness about sexual 
violence.
‘The truth is that sexual assault 
is a topic that most folks don’t feel 
confident talking about, so most 
people are uneducated about it,” 
said Jacob Blowers, EWO trea­
surer. “So, anyone who comes will 
definitely learn a lot. The march af­
terward is also really empowering, 
especially for the survivors who 
participate.”
TBTN raises awareness of the 
realities of sexual assault in the 
community and on campus, and it
also is an event that represents vic­
tims and survivors.
“The name of the event comes 
from the notion that victims become 
survivors once they reclaim their 
power that was taken from them 
during their assault,” said Jessica 
Krebs, EWO vice president. “This 
event creates a safe place for victims 
to do just that, while continuing to 
support and empower survivors.”
Sexual assault is a major issue 
that can affect anyone. At GVSU, 
one in five women and one in 15 
men will report having experienced 
sexual assault during their time on
campus.
“We feel it is of the utmost im­
portance that students are aware of 
these statistics in an effort to break 
the silence that so often accompa­
nies these acts of violence,” Cross 
said.
Take Back the Night is a nation­
wide movement that began in Phila­
delphia in 1975.
The event is free to attend and 
is funded through GVSU’s Service 
and Advocacy funding board, in ad­
dition to private fundraising efforts 
coordinated through EWO.
kpek tas @ lan thorn .com
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Silent Witness remembers victims of Dantzler murder spree
GV students participate in Grand Rapids Marathon
By Rachel Melke
GVL Staff Writer
Staci Peterson hasn’t de­
cided her major, but she has 
known for a while that she 
wanted to run a marathon.
“I have always wanted to 
do a marathon at some point 
in my life; it wasn’t until the 
end of my senior year though 
that I decided I would do one 
this fall,” said Peterson, a 
Grand Valley State Universi­
ty freshman. “I was excited to 
finish, and I hope to do more 
in the future.”
Through joining a Cam­
pus Ministries small group, 
Peterson met other runners 
including Natalie Patterson, 
who also ran Sunday’s Metro 
Health’s Grand Rapids Mara­
thon.
“I was really excited when 
I learned that other GV stu­
dents were running the mara­
thon and also the half mara- i
thon” Peterson said. “It is 
just a comforting and inspir­
ing thought knowing other 
people are going through the 
same nerves, and have taken 
the time to dedicate them­
selves to training for such a 
long time for one race.”
Patterson is a sophomore 
natural resources manage­
ment major. This time last 
year, she could barely run 
three miles. She began to run 
with her roommate, GVSU 
sophomore Maddie Vaughn, 
to deal with the stresses of be­
ing a college freshman. She 
began realized that by run­
ning further, she could beat 
the hardships she was facing.
In May, Patterson com­
pleted her first goal by run­
ning the Kalamazoo half 
marathon. Her goal for Sun­
day’s marathon was simply 
to finish, and she not only 
finished but ran in less than 
four hours.
Pfeterson’s history of run­
ning gave her inspiration 
through different means. One 
of these included her high 
school cross-country and 
track coach, Benjamin Mu- 
fioz.
“I was very happy with 
her performance during track, 
so I told her that she should 
give the marathon a try,” Mu- 
fioz said. Mufioz also ran the 
Grand Rapids Marathon and 
said he was very excited to be 
able to run with Peterson.
Both women participated 
in rigorous training schedules 
and lifestyles.
Peterson followed an on­
line intermediate marathon­
training schedule that guided 
her from late June up until 
shortly before the marathon, 
where she allowed her body 
to rest. This schedule includ­
ed the longest run of the week 
on Sundays, a 30-60 minute 
non-running activity Mon­
days, a low mileage, three-to­
ft ve mile run on Tuesdays, a
mid mileage, six-to-nine mile 
run on Wednesdays, a five-to- 
eight mile run on Thursdays, 
a rest day on Fridays and a 
four-to-eight mile run at race 
pace on Saturdays.
Although both Peterson 
and Patterson focused their 
diets around protein, Patter­
son’s case was different being 
a vegetarian.
“I get most of my protein 
from nuts, veggie burgers, 
Greek yogurt-type of stuff,” 
Patterson said. “I have to 
be careful that I get enough 
since our bodies don’t absorb 
plant-based proteins as well 
as meat.”
Peterson was one of the 
youngest racers that partici­
pated in the Grand Rapids 
Marathon this year, turning 
18 only six days before the 
event. She met her goal of 
less than four hours, clock­
ing in at three hours and 52 
minutes.
rmelke® lanthorn rom jf
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Run, run, run: Stad Peterson (left) turns a comer in the Grand Rapids 
Marathon Sunday. Peterson was one of the youngest runners in the race
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Announcements
Choosing a major or a ca­
reer? Take 5 to ask 5! Visit 
www.gvsu.edu/careers/five- 
questions to learn which five 
questions you should be ask- 
inq yourself.
REWARD!
A Lanthorn news stand is 
missing from Niemeyer Hon­
ors College building. We are 
offering a reward for informa­
tion leading to the recovery 
of this item. Call: 
616-331-2460 
E-mail: Lanthom@gvsu.edu
Living on-campus? GVSU 
Facilities Services asks you 
to please do your part to help 
conserve water and electric­
ity. Help us keep costs low!
For Sale
I have a brand new Duralast 
side post battery for sale 
$60. For more info call/text 
Shanae at 616-448-8059.
Internships
Entertainment
Celebrate diversity with FREE 
ethnic breakfast at GVSU 
Downtown Toastmakers 
Club! Open House Oct. 27 
7:30 a.m.-8:30a.m in DEV 
1 0 7 C . E-mail
puisisj@mail.gvsu.edu
Poetic Benefit Concert: Rais­
ing funds and awareness for 
Zambia orphans. Perform­
ances: GVSU ensembles and 
band Dockside Fever. Friday 
October 21, 2011 at 7 p.m. 
Cook-DeWitt Center.
Services
Financial & Managerial Ac­
counting tutorial available. 
Night and weekend availabil­
ity. Contact Katie at 
folticek@mail.gvsu.edu for an 
appointment & cost informa­
tion.
Love INC
Job Title:
Communications/Promotions 
intern
Location: Allendale, Ml 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Office of Congressman Peter 
Hoekstra
Job Title: Campaign Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Amway Corporation 
Job Title: Chemistry & Biol­
ogy Internships 
Location: Ada, Ml 
Salary Level: $16-$25/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs.
Amway Corporate will be 
interviewing on-campus for 
the position on October 13 
from
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. in 206 STU. 
Qualified
candidates can request an 
interview
time with Amway at 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs.
Huizenga Group 
Job Title: Accounting Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary Level: $ 10/hr.
Hours: 20-25 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
Spectrum Health 
Job Title: Film and Video In­
tern
Location: Grand Flapids, Ml 
Salary Level: Unpaid 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Fennville High School 
Job Title: 7th & 8th Grade 
Boys and Girls Basketball 
Coach & Middie School 
Wrestling Coach 
Location: Fennville, Ml 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
The Campus Special, LLC 
Job Title: Account 
Executive-Sales & Marketing 
Location: Allendale, Ml 
Salary Level: $3,000-$6,000 
Hours: 40 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
Gerald R. Ford Job Corps 
Center
Job Title: Academic Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
College Pro
Job Title: Summer 2012 
Management
lnternship:Franchise Man­
ager
Location:Grand Rapids,Ml 
Salary: Paid Internship 
Email David at 
dleveque@collegepro.com or 
visit www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Advantage Health Physician 
Network
Job Title: Acting Internship 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary Level: Unpaid 
Hours: 10-20 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
Opportunities MICHTYminis
Bartending. High income po­
tential. Training courses and 
equipment available. Call 
1-800-965-6520 ext. 226
LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEER 
HOURS?! Join CIRCLE K, 
the largest collegiate com­
munity service organization 
in the world! Meetings: Tues­
day, 9 p.m. PADNOS 106. 
Anyone is welcome.
Miscellaneous
Get Caught Promotion. Rules 
and Restrictions. Only one 
student or faculty is a winner 
per issue. Readers will be 
chosen at random through­
out the week on campus. 
The prize awarded is 
to-be-determined at random 
but may include gift cards, 
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re­
quested to have their picture 
taken and answer some 
questions to be published in 
the Lanthorn.
SATURDAY, October 29th, 
come on out to Sixx Night 
Club for Devil’s Playground 
Costume Contest! There is a 
chance to win a week in LAS 
VEGAS! Must be 18+, call 6 
16-235-7666 for more detail.
Puzzle
Solutions
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King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Trudge
5 Serenade 
the moon
8 No-no for a 
vegan
12 Wash
13 One's years
14 Wheel bar
15 Satanic
16 “Location" 
for one in 
disfavor
18 Meanie
20 Wine glass
21 Three- - 
sloth
23 Mr. Sajak
24 Bent over, 
as a page 
corner
28 Cook in the
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| The idea of Go Figure is to arrive 
at the figures given at the bot­
tom and right-hand columns of 
the diagram by following the 
arithmetic signs in the order 
they are given (that is, from left 
to right and top to bottom). Use 
only the numbers below the 
diagram to complete its blank 
squares and use each of the 
nine numbers only once.
DIFFICULTY: ★
★ Moderate ★★ Difficult 
★ ★ ★ GO FIGURE!
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Finn ♦
oven 53 Every last bit 9 Showing (Abbr.)
“CSI” 54 Saxophone great joy 33 Send forth
evidence range 10 Otherwise 36 Ballroom
Reservation 55 Drunkards 11 Yard dances
home 56 “See ya” components 38 Hawaiian
“To be or - 57 Feed the 17 Leap welcomes
99
• •• hogs 19 Capricorn 40 “Golly!”
Examination 22 Train station 42 Praiseful
Doctrinaire DOWN 24 Banned verses
Trail behind 1 Commoner pesticide 43 Somewhat,
Donkey’s 2 Volcanic 25 Individual in music
pin-on outflow 26 Old lamp 44 Colorless
Expressed a 3 Roman love illuminant 46 Yank
feeling poet 27 French 47 Division
Perfect place 4 Strike from president word
Comical the text throughout 48 On
poetry 5 Harassed the ‘60s 50 TV Tarzan
Quest 6 Past 29 Japanese portrayer
Reverberate 7 Safecracker pond carp
© 2011 King Features Synd., Inc.
ARIES (March 21 to Apnl 19) The 
pitter patter of all those Sheep feet 
means that you re out and about rush 
ing to get more done That s fine, but 
slow down by the weekend so you can 
heed some important advice 
TAURUS (Apnl 20 to May 20) 
You re tn charge of your own destiny 
these days. and. no doubt you 0 hare 
that Bull s-eye of yours nght on target 
But don t forget to make time for fam­
ily events
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Be 
prepared for a power struggle that you 
(foo t want Look to the helpful folks 
around you for advice on how to avoid 
it without losing the important gains 
you remade
CANCER (June21 to July 22)Coo- 
eritulauots’ You re about to claim 
your hard-earned reward for your 
patience and persistence Now. go out 
and enjoy some fun and games with 
friends and family
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Hie Big 
Cat might find it difficult to shake off 
that Itsdets feeling But be patient By 
week s end. your spirits will perk up 
and you II be your perfectly purring 
self again
\1RG0 (August 23 to September 
22) A problem with a cn worker could 
prove to be a blessmg m disguise when 
a superior steps m to investigate and 
discovers a situation that could prove 
helpful toyou
LIBRA (September 23 to October 
22) This is a favorable tune to move 
ahead with your plans Some setbacks 
are expected but they re only tempo 
rary Pick up the pace agam and stay 
with it
SCORPIO (October 23 to Norem 
ber 21) Your creativity is recognized 
and rewarded So go ahead and clami 
what you’ve earned Meanwhile that 
irksome and mysterious situation soon 
will be resolved
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to 
December 21) A new associate brings 
ideas that foe wise Sagittanan quickly 
will realize can benefit both of you 
Meanwhile, someone from foe work­
place makes an emotional request
CAPRICORN (December 22 to 
January 19) b might be a good idea to 
ease up on that hectic pace and spend 
more time studying things you II need 
to know when more opportunities 
come later m November 
AQUARIUS (January 20 to Febru 
ary 18) A relatively quiet tune is now 
giving way to a period of high activity 
Face it with the anticipation that it will 
bring you some wcD deserved boons 
and benefits
PISCES (February 19 to March 20) 
Go with foe flow or make waves7 
If * up to you Either way you'll get 
noticed However make up vour own 
mind Don t let anyone tell you what 
choices to make
BORN TfflS WEEK: You like to 
exanune everything before you agree 
to accept what you re told Your need 
for truth keeps all those around you 
honest
0 VII fag Fane Syafafc, he
% Loment in time
I THl HBTOfl CRlNNEL
• On Nas «, 1SM. John Philip Sown. 
"The Match King, it bon m Wash 
ugtoo. D C Following the Civil War 
Soosa served a seven vere apprentice- 
dnp m (hr Manor Band thro ureut on 
to compote 116 marches including 
"TV Washington Post" (1189) retd 
'Stars And Snipes Forever" (1196)
• On Oct. SI. 1892. The Adven 
turn of Sherlock Hohnrv by After 
Conan Doyle, a published TV book 
amt the firat collection of Hohnei sto- 
net University of Fdwbw eh teachrt 
Dr Joseph Bell partly nupared Doyle's 
character Sherlock Holmes
• On >rr. 2,1982. engineer Andrew 
Riket delivers the first foui-c vtiader 
gas-powered l nrnnnhslf — a 12- 
botsepower Model C made of man 
ganese broaae and heal treated Heel 
— tot buyer in New York Ctty At 
44 000. the elegant humnoo* touting 
car arm bush far wrahhv patrons
• On Nav 4.1928. Arnold Rothstem 
New York s most nosonom gambler is 
shot and laUeddnrmgs poker zamr at 
the Prek Genual Hotel re Manhattan 
Polite made arrests aflrt following Ins 
(ml of Mood back to a nuke where a 
group of men were pUvmg cards
• On Nnr f. 1949. Frankhn Delano 
Roosevelt u re-elected fa res unprec­
edented Surd term as president of the 
United Stales with the promise of 
maintain:nr Aaaenran resttrahty ■ 
foreign wars TV day after the attack 
an Pearl Harbor Rooresult requested 
and received a declaration of am 
•gam* Japan
• On Net. I, 1999, Jacques Plante 
at Sre Montreal C anadrem becomes 
tV firat NHL poa Voder to warn a fall 
faretmnk Despite the coach's ebjee 
tarn Plante put has foot down poaut 
mg out tel he'd aheadv had four bro­
ken noses a broken law two broken 
cheekbones and almost 200 shscVi' 
■ fas head
•On \*s V ir>*. “Came." a honor 
film rearing Sarny Sparrk and bared 
an Stephen Kmg i 1974 Vat selhug 
first novel opens at tenten ren and 
(be Umtod Sautes TV fibre lefts fae 
story of high school eutrare Came 
WWte uho ores her tolektaebc pow­
ers to enact • violent revenge ere her
«
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Be the change: Students listen to GVSU professor Linda Welker lecture in an Issues in Communications 
dass, the School of Communications capstone. Welker's class teaches students to focus on using effective 
communication to change the world for the better, pairing them with area non-profits and advocacy 
organizations to analyze their communication strategies for a final project.
Wide reach
School of Communications students join 
to learn about social change
We can complain as much as 
we want about how the media 
is unfair or perpetrates unfair 
systems, but this class makes it 
apparent that communications 
students will one day be the 
media and will have the however 
to make our messages positive.**
Randy Strobl
COM 495 student
—
By Bryan Cebulski
jG VL Staff Writer
tudents of many dif­
ferent majors in the 
School of Commu­
nications find themselves 
gathered together in one 
Classroom for their cap­
stone course, “Issues in 
Communication.”
Z The fundamental issue 
pf the Grand Valley State 
"University course is stated 
in bold on the first page of 
Jhe syllabus": “How do (or 
can) we communicate to 
jnake the world a better 
place?”
~ Linda S. Welker, a 
GVSU communications 
professor, teaches three 
actions of COM 495 and 
said she hopes her teach­
ing of the course will in­
spire students to use their 
communication abilities to 
become more involved in 
the world around them.
“I believe that what they 
learn through this course 
will help them to use their 
communication skills ethi­
cally and responsibly” 
Welker said. “I’m heavily 
involved in communica­
tion activism and as a pro­
fessor I hope to share that 
sentiment to my students.”
• COM 495 is a culmi­
nation of past studies of 
communication across a 
spectrum of majors. As a 
capstone, the COM 495 
course is aimed to help 
students in their post- 
collegiate life to be good 
citizens of the world, plan 
their careers and become 
well-rounded, well-in­
formed individuals.
“This class allows stu­
dents to delve into the 
different aspects of com­
munication and learn 
which method to apply to 
individual situations,” said 
Aquoinette Blair, a GVSU 
Student in a section of 
Welker’s class.
An important aspect
of the course is “delibera­
tive discourse,” in which 
students critically analyze 
situations in the public 
domain using select theo­
ries of communication as 
lenses.
“They’re responding 
well to the course,” Welker 
said. “It’s academically 
rigorous, but they’re think­
ing critically and seem to 
be taking a lot out of it.”
Students will write an 
integrative paper discuss­
ing the communication 
efforts of an organization 
after they have learned 
how to audit real-life com­
munication.
Welker’s students are 
involved with more than 
80 organizations, dealing 
with issues such as do­
mestic abuse, HIV/AIDS, 
poverty, refugees, immi­
grants. human trafficking 
and more. All are social 
action organizations that 
use communication as an 
important tool in their en­
deavors.
“We can complain as 
much as we want about 
how the media is unfair 
or perpetuates unfair sys­
tems, but this class makes 
it apparent that communi­
cations students will one 
day be the media and will
have the however to make 
our messages positive,” 
said Randy Strobl, a COM 
495 student.
For the organizations 
that the students are ana­
lyzing, effective commu­
nication is key to success.
“Awareness begins 
with communication,” said 
Saundra Lawson, president 
of Project Liberty, a group 
advocating against human 
trafficking. “Communi­
cation should move us to 
action—action to take a 
stand and be a voice for the 
voiceless.”
Welker added that some 
students have changed ca­
reer paths or found new 
opportunities through their 
work in the COM 495 
course. One film major in 
one of her previous classes 
did documentary work and 
then decided to pursue a 
career advocating social 
action.
“Welker has created a 
very interesting, but quite 
difficult course,” said 
Anna Jennings, a theater 
major. "But after study­
ing many disenfranchised 
groups and advocacy orga­
nizations I do feel empow­
ered and the desire to help 
in any way that I can.”
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GV student spends three magical 
semesters interning for Disney
Courtesy Photo / Disney College Program
Magic internship: Disney offers current college students semester-long 
internships working in a variety of fields, including hospitality and public relations.
By Haley Otman
GVL Laker Life Editor
Many students try to spend 
a semester earning credits 
somewhere outside of Allen­
dale at least once during their 
four years, but Grand Valley 
State University student Laura 
Wizniuk has made time to do 
it three times already.
Wizniuk is currently in her 
third semester of the Disney 
College Program, where she 
works at Walt Disney World in 
Florida. Her first Disney World 
internship was also her first 
time visiting a Disney theme 
park, and she was hooked.
“It’s one of the best expe­
riences I’ve ever had,” Wizr 
niuk said. “There are some 
days when it’s really busy and 
stressful, but then you look 
over and you’re like, ‘There’s 
a castle there, I work at Dis­
ney.’”
As a theater major. Wizni­
uk said she hopes to get valu­
able experience that will help 
her after graduation. She took 
an entertainment class during 
her first Disney internship, in 
which she learned about Dis­
ney entertainment and took 
backstage tours, which she 
said fits with her career goals 
of working in entertainment 
shows and production.
Kristen Jack, a GVSU pro 
fessor of hospitality and tour­
ism management, has worked 
with the Disney College Pro 
gram and said Wizniuk has put 
in a lot of work in all three of 
her internship experiences.
“I commend her in that 
although the DCP sounds per­
haps at first like a ‘fun’ semes­
ter in Florida instead of Allen­
dale. it is a great deal of work 
in that she completed an in­
ternship course and additional 
HTM coursework while typi­
cally working 40-plus hours in 
her role,” Jack said.
This semester. Wizniuk 
works in Magic Kingdom at­
tractions at both The Magic 
Carpets of Aladdin and Walt 
Disney’s Enchanted Tiki 
Room. She runs and operates 
the rides while conversing 
with guests.
One aspect of working for 
Disney that Wizniuk said she 
enjoys most is that every em­
ployee who works in front of 
guests is considered a “cast 
member.”
“If you’re in the park and 
guests can see you, you’re 
considered ‘on stage,”’ Wiz­
niuk said. “If you’re in Fron- 
tierland. you say ‘howdy.’ 
If you’re in Torriorrowland, 
you’re in the future.”
Although Wizniuk has 
left the campus of GVSU 
for Frontierland and Tomor- 
rowland three separate times, 
she said she is still on track 
to graduate on time. She took 
10 credits through GVSU in 
spring 2009, her first Disney 
semester. Two of them were
HrM courses only available 
for students in the Disney Col­
lege Program, called “Disney 
College Program I” and “Dis­
ney College Program II ”
Wizniuk has also mpt 
friends from all over the coun­
try and the world. She has had 
roommates from Missouri and 
Japan and a good friend from 
China, all experiences she 
would not have had without 
participating in the DCP. She 
also spent her second Disney 
College Program internship 
at Disneyland in California 
for a change of scenery from 
Orlando.
“On a daily basis, half of 
the guests that 1 talk to don’t 
even speak English, so you 
have to adapt,” she said.
Jack said the experience is 
an amazing way for students 
to widen their horizons.
“It is amazing to see the 
growth in confidence and 
knowledge in students from 
where they are when they 
leave GVSU to where they are 
upon their return.” Jack said. 
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